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First Fortune-Creating Home in Sydney, Australia
The first Fortune-Creating Home to be completed in Sydney, New South Wales is a magnificent,
East facing, three storey brick rendered house located in a beautiful North Shore residential
suburb. From the top of a cliff overlooking the upper reaches of Sydney Harbour the home has
tranquil bush views to the North and North-East.
Applying the principles of Vedic Architecture to the lot and house design presented many
significant challenges however the owners enthusiastically, creatively and determinedly focused
their energies over a four year period to achieve a grand result. Designing and building this home
has been and continues to be a very evolutionary experience and creating the first FortuneCreating Home in a large city like Sydney has been a huge task. We are very proud of the owners
and their home – it is a wonderful expression of creating Heaven on Earth.

The owners came to the Maharishi Sthapatya Veda Consultation Service in 2002 saying they had
read and investigated so much information on Vastu that they were completely confused and
exasperated. The clear, simple and fundamental approach used in Maharishi Sthapatya Veda,
although precise and detailed, made the path forward inviting and the task ahead understandable
and achievable. The owners and their architect attended a MSV seminar in Sydney and soon the
old complex plans made way for new, fresh and exciting plans. The architect on completing the
first round of Vedic Architecture designs commented on how connected and flowing they were
and was very impressed with the better use of space and the improved efficiency.

The owners elected to be Owner-Builders and contracted all trades throughout the building phase.
They undertook the management and organization of the entire project, including selecting and
ordering materials, equipment and appliances. The home has 3 bedrooms plus a self contained
unit on the Western side of the ground floor, a large dedicated meditation room, a delightful
outdoor entertainment area and pool on the North-East, a roof top terrace/garden and a detached
garage and studio. There were many obstacles/opportunities along the way and it was a long
journey but they have succeeded spectacularly.

Another beautiful warm timber two storey Fortune-Creating Home in a Northern Beach suburb of
Sydney will be completed soon. Reg and Sally Paling were the first clients to use the Maharishi
Sthapatya Veda Consultation Service in Australia and started their house in 1996. Half the house
was built then and now the other half is almost complete. Like the three storey house above it has
been a focused and determined undertaking to design, build and raise consciousness in a very
difficult city environment. We will feature this home in a future article.

“These two great powers of Natural Law, Vastu and Grahas, have been holding back the fortune
of life of everyone.” Maharishi, 12th January 1998.
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